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Hand in until 2nd June before the exercise class

Exercise 1 (Event in CMSG) (3 Points)

Prove or disprove the decision problem “in a CMSG, whether a particular message
can be received in at least one accepting path." is decidable.

Exercise 2 (Safe CMSG) (3 Points)

Given a CMSG G as follows:
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– Assignment 4 –

Exercise 1 (3 points)

Formally prove or disprove the correctness of the following statements for CMSGs:
(here, Mi ! CM, i ! {1, 2, 3}; | stands for choice, • for (weak) concatenation, and ! for iteration)

1. (M1 •M2)|M3 = (M1|M3) • (M2|M3)

2. (M1|M2) •M3 = (M1 •M3)|(M2 •M3)

3. M!1 |M!2 = (M1|M2)
!

Exercise 2 (3 points)

Given a CMSG G as follows:

G :

M1 M2 M3

M1 :

p q

a
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c
q
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p q

a
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b
a

p

M3 :

p q

c
p

a
p

Construct a pushdown automaton for channel p to q in G and check whether all accepting paths of G
are safe.

Exercise 3 (4 points)

Given an MSC M with n events and k processes and an automaton A of size m (i.e. the number of
states is m).
Prove that: the decision problem whether a L(M) " L(A) = # can be solved in time O(m · nk), and is
coNP-complete.
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1. Construct the pushdown automat corresponding to G.
2. Determine whether all accepting paths of G are safe.
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Exercise 3 (Safe CFM) (2+2 Points)

• Given the following CFM A1 :
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– Assignment 6 –
Since there is no lectures next week (01/02. Dec.), the next exercise
assignment will be online on 10. Dec., and handed in until 17. Dec.

Exercise 1 (3 points)

Given the following CFM A :

?a,m1

!a,m1

?r,m1

!a,m1
!r,m2?a,m1

?r,m2

!r,m1

Show that A is not deadlock-free. Justify your answer by indicating the sequence of configurations lead-
ing from the initial configuration !0 to the deadlock configuration !d and arguing why a final configu-
ration is not reachable from !d .

Exercise 2 (4 points)

Prove the following statements:

1. locally accepting CFM is strictly weaker than CFM;

2. deadlock-free CFM is strictly weaker than CFM;

Note that, a CFM is said to have local accepting states if F =
!

p!P Fp for some Fp ! Sp.

Exercise 3 (3 points)

Given two MSCs M1 and M2 as follows:

p q r s

m

m

M1

p q r s

m

m

M2

Show that the language of {M1,M2}:
1. is not weak realizable, i.e |D| = 1;

2. is realizable, if |D| = 2. (Hint: it su!ces to give a CFM that realizes {M1,M2} and justify why
it realizes {M1,M2}.)
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Show that A2 is not deadlock-free. Justify your answer by indicating the
sequence of configurations leading from the initial configuration γ0 to the
deadlock configuration γd and arguing why a final configuration is not reach-
able from γd.

• Consider the following CFM CFM A2
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Question 3 (CFM) (3+3+4 points)

Consider the following CFM A with F = {(s1, t1)}:

s1

s2

?(1, 2, a) ?(1, 2, a)

!(1, 2, b)

t1

t2

!(2, 1, a) ?(2, 1, b)

a) Is this CFM safe? Justify your answer.

b) Is this CFM !"B bounded or only #"B bounded? If yes, what is the minimal bound B?
Justify your answer.

c) Give a characterization of Lin(A).
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Is A2 safe? Justify your answer.
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